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OLD SYRIAN CITY
SLOWLY EXCAVATED
On Friday. March 22, Professor
Michael Rostovtzeff gave the Horton
Lecture in the Geology Lecture Room
on Doura-Europos.
In 1920, English soldiers digging
trenches near the Euphrates came
across some frescoes. Captain Mur-
phy mentioned this discovery to a Miss
Bell in Bagdad, and she told Professor
Breasted. He was inten
The excavations have aroused much
hope and interest. From its location
on the Euphrates the city gained con-
tacts with three important eastern






across the desert from the Euphrates to
Palmyra and the Mediterranean. Its
importance as a trade center caused it
to be fortified as a military stronghold
by the Greeks by whom it was held for
several centuries. It was then captured
by the Parthians and held by them for
about two hundred years, and the ex-
cavators hope that the remains may
give some information about this little
known people. The Romans under
Eminent Teacher Dies;
Was College President
By cable has come to Wellesley Col-
lege news of the death in France on
March 14 of Julia Josephine Irvine.
Litt.D., LL.D., fourth president of
Wellesley College.
Mrs. Irvine received her bachelor's
degree from Cornell in 1875; the mas-
ter's degree in 1876. In 1875 she mar-
ried Charles James Irvine. After Mr.
Irvine's death in 1886 she began her
career as a teacher, holding positions in
important private schools in New York
City and. Boston. In 1890 she was ap-
pointed junior professor of Greek at
Wellesley. As a scholarly and stimu-
lating teacher she was immediately re-
cognized by her students and col-
leagues. She quickly became a power
in the Academic Council of the Faculty.
On the death of President Shafer in
January. 1894, the direction of the Col-
lege was put in charge of Professor
Margaret E. Stratton as chairman, and
of Mrs. Irvine as secretary of the Aca-
demic Council. The breadth of Mrs.
Irvine's scholarship and her passionate
devotion to high academic standards
led the trustees to make her Acting
President in 1894, and fourth President
of the College in 1895. In the same
i Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
Barnswallows Will Present
Second Spring Competition
On April 12 Barnswallows will pres-
ent its annual inter-class competition
of one-act plays. It is planned that
the plays be coached and entirely
staged by members of the respective
As will
College Arranges Services
In Memory Of Miss Calkins
A service in memory of Professor
Mary Whiton Calkins will be held on
Sunday afternoon, April 13, in the
Memorial Chapel. The chief address
will be made by Professor Edgar S.
Brightman of Boston University. Mrs.
Helen Cook Vincent, a pupil and form-
er colleague of Miss Calkins, will also
speak. The service will be conducted
by the Reverend Dr. Thomas H. Proc-
tor, Professor of Philosophy.
competition comes so near
the genera] examination,
will not compete. The
Artists, by Arnold Bennett, with Joan
Piersen as chairman. Since this play
has only two characters, It will offer an
opportunity for interesting work.
The only serious play of the group
will be given by the sophomore class,
which will present The Last of the
Loiories. Vivian Grady is chairman of
this production.
The Hi.-
i-i-Kunminship of Faith Mellen, one of
Frank Shay's comedies, Forbidden
Fruit.
COMING EVENTS
ings and difficult apparatus work will
be provided at the Indoor Meet at Mary
Hemenway Hall, March 27, at 3:45
o'clock. As in preceding years there
will be the freshman-sophomore com-
petition for the Amy Homans cup; ad-
classes, of which the winning class is
awarded the Lincoln challenge cup;
folk-dancing, and clogging and tumb-
ling. Frances Pierce, who is in charge,
promises an interesting program.
The Mathematics Club will meet at
7:30 April 9, at Founders' Hall, for an
exhibition of mathematical models and
machines.
[=]
Albert Spalding, famous violin virtu-
oso and teacher, will play at the last of
the concert series on April 10, at 8
o'clock, at Alumnae Hall.
[=T
The college preacher for the first
Sunday after vacation, April 13, will be
Dean Henry Bradford Washburn, of
the Episcopal Theological School in
Cambridge. Since 1920 he has been its
Dean. Until that year, he was profes-
sor of Ecclesiastical History there. He
has studied abroad at Oxford and at
the University of Berlin.
Carl Sandburg, one of the best known
and best-beloved American poets of to-
day, will give the fourth Poet's Reading
at Alumnae Hall, 4:30 P.M., April 15.
The Department of Economics and
Sociology has been so fortunate as to
induce Miss Ada Comstock of Rad-
cliffe College to speak at an Eco-
nomics dinner on April the fifteenth.
Miss Comstock has spent the last year
and a half in eastern Europe studying
the financial conditions of European
Death of Prirao De Rivera
Follows Fall From Power
On March 16 died one of the three
great dictators of modern times, first to
fall, though not first in importance—
Captain-General Miguel Primo de Ri-
vera y Arbaneja, Marques de Estella,
Grandee, and Dictator of Spain for six
years, though disguised in thin respec-
tability as Premier. And death was.
perhaps, not wholly unwelcome to the
man, desperately ill with diabetes, who
fell six weeks ago from absolute power
to common citizenship, to the satisfac-
tion of King and people. Certainly life
had little recompense to offer him.
Cause of Resignation Uncertain
Opinions differ, however, as to the
exact nature of de Rivera's resignation.
The New York Times believes his re-
tirement was forced not only by the
naval and military leaders but also by
King, anxious to sever the throne
from its precarious alliance with a man
opposed by factions industrial, com-
al, political, military, even relig-
ious—for so united in its prejudice was
Spain, eager for her customary govern-
il shiftings—before both should
go down to ruin. French journals, on
ther hand, hold that the Premier
left office only because his failing
l demanded it, and that his poli-
vill be pursued by his successor,
Berenguer, who was High Commis-
of Spanish Morocco under the de
Rivera regime. And the London fix-
comments that the former Pre-
'gave Spain her first taste of firm,
honest government for generations."
no matter what the circum-
;s attending the dictator's exit
from office, certainly it remains that his
:ar rule was in many respects a
failure. For in spite of the fact that
Continued on Page 2, Col 1)
APPOINTMENTS AND ABSENCES ANNOUNCED
FOR APPROACHING YEAR BY AUTHORITIES
Lowes cites Poets in Faculty Faces Future Changes
Phi BetaKappa Speech




Harvard University spoke in Billings ' +
Hall, Thursday evening, March 20, on n « Tin ft TTn a t a m ft tut HTftunr
the occasion of Phi Beta Kappa in- SABBATICALS CLAIM MANY
itiations. Professor Lowes' address.
The Elernents of Inspiration, was open
of President Pendle-
' the follow-
g changes among the Faculty for
Promotions
:
Henriette Andrieu. Agregee de l'Uni-
rsite, from Associate Professor to Pro-
French; Marguerite Mespoulet.
others," preferring its Newton of the j Agregee de l'Universite\ from Associate
apple and its Shelley inspired of the Professor to Professor of French; Ruth
Muses. And the poets themselves have i E. Clark, Litt. D., from Associate Pro-
somewhat fostered this misapprehen- ! fessor to Professor of French; Mabel
to the college.
To recall the moment of flashing
genius, forgetting the long toil preced-
ing it, and the careful perfecting that
follows, is, said Professor Lowes, the
popular fallacy about inspiration.
Whether it be the genius of poetry or
that of scientific discovery, the public |
versi <




sion. When Byron called poetry "the
;
M. Young, Ph.D.. fro
expression of excited passions"; when : fessor to Professor
Goethe claimed that all great ideas came
\
Helen I. Davis, B. A
from without irresistibly acting upon the Professor of Botany :
individual, both of them seemed to up- ' fessor; Edith C. Johnson, Ph.D., from
hold the doctrine of sheer revelation.
j
Assistant Professor of English Corn-
But, continued Professor Lowes, turn- position to Associate Professor; Helen
ing to Wordsworth, who saw poetry as ; H. Law, Ph. D., from Assistant Profes-
the result of emotions lived through, , sor of Greek to Associate Professor;
contemplated in stillness, and thus re- | Elizabeth Beall, M.A., from Instructor
awakened until "the poet rides the ' to Assistant Professor of Hygiene and
whirlwind," that bore him helplessly Physical Education; Grace E. Hawk,
onward in the first heights of his emo- B.Litt. <Oxon), from Instructor to As-
tions. In Wordsworth's theory are
I
sistant Professor of English Literature;
reconciled the two remarks of Byron: .Gladys K. McCosh, Ph.D., from In-
that poetry was "the dream of the i structor to Assistant Professor in Zool-
sleeping passions," and again, "the ex- ogy: Harriet C. Waterman, Ph.D., from
pression of excited passions." Keats,
j
Instructor to Assistant Professor in
too. called inspiration "the silent work- Zoology; Ella K. Whiting, Ph.D., from
ing"; and in realms of music Brahms Instructor to Assistant Professor in
advances the "germination of the idea,"
\
English Literature; Helen B. Hamilton,
whereby no momentary flash is lost, B - Des - from Assistant to Instructor in
but matures, as Wordsworth said, to, Art : Louis D. Hunter, B. A., from As-
inspiration.
j
sistant to Instructor in Botany; and
The poet, said Professor Lowes, | Harriet E. Lee, M. A., from Assistant to
moves ever in two worlds, that of Instructor in Geology,
things and that of words; and his
j
Members of the faculty to be away
problem of problems is to reconcile the on leave of absence are:
two in his poetry. Where he has sue-
|
John C. Duncan, Professor of As-
ceeded best in achieving an in-
j
tronomy, second semester; Margaret C.
evitableness of language, a complete Ferguson, Professor of Botany, first
unity of object and expression, this is \ semester; Sophie C. Hart, Professor of
where he has worked most doggedly.
,
English Composition, for the year;
Coleridge in The Ancient Mariner,] Mary J. Lanier, Professor of Geology
Keats in The Eve of St. Agnes and
j
and Geography, first semester; Laura
Endymion, are notorious examples to
{
H. Loomis. Professor of English Litera-
the scholar of such "considerate and ture, second semester; Edna V. Moffett.
laborious work." Professor of History, first semester;
Not only in poetry, but in all great
j
Julia S. Orvis. Professor of History,
achievement, he said in conclusion, do second semester; Helen J. Sleeper, As-
we find evidence of the most patient sistant Professor of Music, for the
toil leading up to and perfecting the year; Lawrence Smith, Assistant Pro-
work of genius, and the man inspired lessor of Economics, for the year; Ber-
is the man whom Bouffon saw with his ' tha M. Stearns. Associate Professor of
insk. "blooding over it until it shines." English Composition, for the second
* semester; Seal Thompson, Associate





Phi Beta Kappa, and the honor
lents. The faculty and the seniors
their academic gowns, followed by
the juniors, formed a ceremonious pro-
ssion, appropriate to the occasion.
Those who received honors were:











Page 8, Col. 2)
It is also announced by the adminis-
tration that the following are the new
appointments for the coming year,
in Spencer Is Highest
In Current Events Contest
York
Helen G. Spencer, ':
prize of $150 in the a
Times Current Events Contest at Wel-
lesley. Her paper will be sent to New
York to compete with those from other
college of the country for the prize of
$500. The other winners in Wellesley
are Evelyn M. Acomb, '31, who re-
ceived the second prize of $75, and
Muriel Z. Fuller, '30. who received the
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
EMINENT EXPLORER WILL TELL




turns at eight o'clock in Alumnae Han.
Captain MacMlllan has conducted
many expeditions to the north in the
Bowdoin and has only just returned to
the United States. Accompanying his
talk there will be motion pictures of
life in Labrador and of the frozen seas,
which will undoubtedly be very inter-
Captain MacMillan, who is connected
with Sir Wilfred Grenfell in his Lab-
rador work, is giving the lecture for
the benefit of the Mission. Three years
aeo Sir Wilfred himself came to Welles
:
will be an exhibition of articles made
in the Labrador mission under the in-
struction of the Grenfell workers.
These are of varied nature, ranging
from hooked rugs and hand-woven
The Service Fund contributes every
to Labrador to wc
mer Louise Gilma
represent Wellesle
hose of other yr;n> in three nnpoitanl
ions. Even the most embittered of
hose souls that prowled along the side-
ines like hungry werewolves, in des-
lerate search of a defaulting couple,
oust admit this. And these ameliorat-
ng influences greatly increased the so-
:ial value of the affair by assisting the
general sense of affability and well-
being. It was possible, for instance, for
otsore to tow a freshman to the
table and regale her with maca-
.
conversation, and other delect-
ables without eliciting the remark:
'They always have raspberry ice at
Wellesley, don't they? I guess it must
This l
DEATH OF FRIMO DE RIVERA
FOLLOWS FALL FROM POWER
summer of 1923 that established his
power with the backing of the military
juntas, did manage to extricate Spain
from her domestic and Moroccan tan-
gles, he was unable to restore Spain to
her constitutional liberties either at
the
end of the provisional three months so
optimistically set as the duration of the
military directorate or after six years
of office. The Spanish Constitution is
still in abeyance, the Cortes is still
dis-
solved, and the non-legislative, non-
political Consultive Assembly drawn in
December. 1927. from the trades and
professions to draft a new Constitution
later to be accepted by the Government
and the People, is still at work.
The same lack of success, due partly
to public apathy and partly to political
opposition, attended most of de Ri-
vera's foreign policies. His project for
a defensive alliance with Italy was po-




fell through, and Spain threatened to
withdraw from the League of Nations,
but reconsidered her position. A score
of advantageous commercial treaties,
nevertheless, were concluded.
Internal Improvements
In spite of determined intrigue and
occasional domestic disorder, de Rivera
made some definite improvement in in-
ternal affairs. His attempt to reorgan-
ize the Spanish railways was only in
part successful, and his plan for a mo-
nopoly of the distribution of imported
oil proved a complete fiasco, but 1
administration brought a new prospi
ity to Spain, reducing the adverse trt
balance, and rescuing the national bi
get from the red. Also, the army
now alert, well-organized, freed from
the influence of the wealthy contract
ors. and the once too powerful junta:
are mere protective uftions. Certainly
some slight progress has been made.
It is difficult to foresee the effect of
de Rivera's career on Spain. Had his
efforts at forming a new political party,
the Patriotic Union, aroused more in-
terest among the citizens of Spain, his
policies and aims at restoration might
perhaps have had more chances of that
continuity that is the only hope for
strong government. As it is. one can
dergo yet another series of rapidly
changing masters, with the possible dif-
ference that those masters may now be




MARCEL BOUTERON WILL TALK
HERE ONJWNCH ROMANTICISM
versally known as the greatest
eak'st authority on Balzac among
modern students. M. Marcel Bouteron
Wellesley to talk in French,
April 23, at 8:00 o'clock,
Alumnae Hall. M. Bouteron is lec-
turing in the United States and Canada
rench program which
centenary of Roman-
ticism in Prance. As librarian of the
Institut de France since 1905 and care-
taker of the "collection balzacienne et
romantique Spoelberch de Lovenjoul"
in the Museum of Chantilly, M. Bou-
teron is well fitted to act as the official
representative of France.
M. Bouteron has devoted his life to
a study of Balzac. He has rightly been
called the "Prince des Balzaciens" for
he has spent twenty years in amassing
autographs, original editions, letters
of former occasions. And a major
? of irritation was thus guarded
But Burt Low's orchestra was, of
urse, the real factor for pleasure in
e afternoon. One could actually
pace—and even when hemmed in by
threatening walls of flesh, at least, it
cheering to find those walls vibrat-
to a definite rhythm. And while
blithely working one's way—and one's
partner—around the floor, the nautical
marine decorations, which weir
really charmingly carried out, provided
satisfaction to the eye, bul
Is of interest between tota
strangers. What could be more pro-
: of firm friendship, or, for that
dents of Defoe, the desert island t
the orchestra offered endless
for speculation, scientific
were the most conspicuous
signs of an improved technique. There
re others, smaller, yet of real assist-
le to comfort, and bearing further
ness to the managerial skill of those
charge, such as placing the refresh-
ment table in the corridor outside, and
giving the little performance in the au-
m, where the audience could see.
ind sit down during the welcome
Details were admirably
attended to. And If the mental
physical strain was yet over-grea'
suredly that was not the fault o
upply
feet ]
with the famous French author. He
has written articles and books dealing
with Balzac; anions the best known of
these are his Les Cahiers Balzacie7is.
his Balzaciaiia, and his Bibliotheque
Balcacienne. His latest contributi
the foot-noted edition of Balzac's <
which he is publishing in collaboration
with Henri Lognon. Thirty-three
these volumes appeared between 1
and 1919. but there are seven more.
very fine edition of these books is
the Wellesley library.
M, Bouteron is also the author
several books dealing with some ph
ing in France; many of them have
dedicated later books to him. The en-
gaging personality which has attracted
all of these peopl
outstanding scholar, promise to make
MISS PENDLETONJLANS TRIP
)uring the spring vacation, President
visit Wellesley Clubs at
1 Cleveland, Ohio; at
Buffalo. New York. She plans to
Wellesley Alumnae and leading
ators in these cities.
force. Presum-
ably in this
the majority of 1932, now resting in
retrospective complacency on its pain-
fully achieved laurels
DR. MARY SHERRILL EXPLAINS
WORK ON HEPTANOL COMPOUNDS
On Monday afternoon, March 24, in
the Geology Lecture Room, Dr. Mary E.
Sherrill of Mount Holyoke College
spoke to advanced students in the
Chemistry Department about her work
done at Brussels last year on the
physical constants of certain deriva-
Miss Sherrill's purpose was to deter-
mine the dipole moments and dielectric
constants of the derivatives of the nor-
mal aliphatic hydro-carbon heptane.
She wished to determine the effect
upon these physical properties of the
position of the substituted group. Be-
fore proceeding to the calculation of
the dipole moments of the heptanols
and their derivatives, it was necessary
to prove in what position the hydroxyl
group was substituted. This Miss Sher-
rill accomplished by preparing from
each alcohol the semi-carbazone, and
comparing the melting points obtained.
She then obtained and tabulated the
physical constants of the alcohols, of




cabin . . .
LEVIATHAN
TlimH.il.uMHitli. I.LYIATHA.Y
\V 1>rl.lM, t r-e ?t>lii 1»...theei.tire
s.-rnnd cabin assigned to "Tourist
Third". . . all its beautiful public
gant, open upper deck social hall
which gives you a full sweep of
the sea ... its charming cloistered
smoking hall ... its vast open and
enclosed (leeks for play and prom-
enades . . . luxuries and spacious-
ness exceeding former standards
for this class. Second Class, as a
class, abolished . . . new Tourist
Third Cabin rated KGradeA"and
the LEVIATHAN the only liner









9 Abbott St., Wellesley
Exclusively for the Guests of Students
Phone Wellesley 0968 Mary B. Hughes, Hostess
Sat-ten Restaurant







A Professional School for College
Graduates
The Academic Year for 1930-31
opens Monday, Sept. 29, 1930
Henry Atherton Frost— Director
S3 Church Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Books! Books! Books!
The Nonfiction list in their original editions sold for
at $2.50 to $S.OO each.
Reprint in original form
Sl.OO
Only a few of the leading titles are listed:
Rasputin, the Holy Devil
Outline of History
Catherine the Great
The Son of Man
An Indian Journey
The Red Knight of Germany








We have a large selection of popular books to choose from,
including the 75c, $1.00 class of fiction.
LJGGETT'S
539 Washington Street - - Wellesley, Mass.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
ON CAMPUS
?illsbury of the University
-eats were available for the me
of the Wellesley Botany and Z<
Departments. Mr. Pillsbury si
several pictures of the laborato
which he tyke- his. remarkable ;i:
pictures, explaining how he use
cameras. The pictures showed plants
growing, and bees carrying pollen
protoplasm, enlarged by microscopes,
and the division of cells were flashed
upon the screen. Many of the pic>
Although these pictures are extremely
expressive, and good results are never
certain from the experiments, they are
not only valuable for educational pur-
poses, but they also provide information
for the use of scientists.
At the Wellesley Inn. Wednesday
evening, March nineteenth, the Eco-
nomics Department held a dinner to
which all the majors in the department
were invited. After the dinner Prof.
Ebersole of the Harvard Business
School spoke on The Relation of the
v Sustc
pi-ulf-Mir
in the Federal Reserve Bank in Min-
neapolis, and who later held the po-
sition of Chief of the Section of Finan-
cial and Economic Research in the
United States Treasury Department, is
particularly well qualified to talk about
the work of the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem. This was the third of the dinner-
meetings which the Department of
Economics has given this year.
On Saturday morning smoke pour-
ing through the halls of the Wellesley
Ciub startled the inmates. At the
ring of the fire bell, they quietly filed
down, and out of the building. The
fire was caused by overheated pipes
When the fire squad arrived, the blaze
was already put out. The men said,
however, that the whole first floor
would -have been ruined had it not
been for the hose in the house which
was used so promptly.
The Italian Club held a meeting
Friday. March 21, at 7:30. in Phi Sig-
ma. The program consisted of a re-
view by Elizabeth Mulford. '31, of a
paper on "Medicean Villas," which she
had prepared for course 303, and which
had the ety
something of particular interest to the
members. Following this Katherine
Tilton, '28, who has just returned from
a year's visit in Italy, described her
academic and social life while there.
She illustrated her discussion with
: ( :..m: ;;. kf h
in a special supper meeting of Agora
Saturday. March 15. Members of the
society gave vent to all the questions
they had had concerning the Founda-
tion and were glad to have such an
authority speak to them about this
project, in which they are interested.
major officers met for dinner at T. Z. E.
r=]
At the last meeting of the Mathe-
matics Club, held at A. K. X. on Friday,
March 21, comic songs, speeches, and
the best song, a $5.00 gold piece, was
awarded to Professor Helen Merrill for
her work of art entitled Conic Sections,
rendered to the tune of O Mistress
O Conic Sections, you've my af-
parabola.
ition was given to
Regina Anderson, '30, for her tribute to
Mathematics. Then the club was given
valuable information on Perfect Num-
bers by Virginia Spangler, '31; Map-
Making, by Marion Bass. '30; and
Mallicmatical Short Cuts, by Mary
Truby, '30.
A. K. X. gave an open program meet-
ing Saturday evening, March 22nd, at
the society house. The entertainment
consisted of four episodes from a play
called Virgil, which was written to
commemorate the 2000th birthday of
the Latin poet. Those who took part
In the episodes were Betty Bowman,
Miriam Stokes, Betty Knight. Katha-
rine Dapp, Melita Holly, Ernestine
Jasse, Margaret Stevens, Helen Kott-
camp, Alice Jaques, Jeanette Senesse,
Mary Lucy HafTord, Helen Sweet.
Wellesley welcomed Sir Archibald
Flower, manager of
Avon Players, at a t
House, Sunday, March 16. In a short,
informal talk, Sir Archibald spoke of
/inter tours of the Players when
they are away from Stratford. For two
years there has been no prolonged rest
period for them. Sir Archibald ex-
:d a wish that their efforts will be
appreciated in Boston and the other
in which they will play.
LYRICS OFFER CHIEF INTEREST
TO VISmiJGMIET OF SERIES
The delightful personality of the lec-
turer did very much to augment the
interest of the Poet's Reading on
March 24. that of Elizabeth Holilster
Frost, whose two books of verse, The
Lost Lyrics and The Hovering Shadow,
were published in 1928 and 1929 re-
spectively. For the poems read, though
not devoid of a certain charm of
phrasing, as when in the child's poem,
Nursery Fire, she speaks of "fog on
the screen, dripping softer and softer,"
were, on the whole, undistinguished,
manifesting power still embryonic and
penetration not wholly sure. This de-
fect, however, is justifiably explained
by the fact that Mrs. Frost has not
in i hap-. developed
taste for simple meters and rhyme
[schemes. Sorrow was the keynote of
I
nearly all of them, befitting the man-
I ner of their inspiration, which the
! fashion, saying "My world broke to
i pieces one day—and when I picked the
j
pieces up, they were poems." Light, i
1
gentle, and altogether pleasant. Strik-
j
ingly contrasted in its gay light- '
heartedness. though included in this
number, was Joy, He Is A Lightsome
, Lad, which Robert Frost aptly called I
"a butterfly pinned to the wall, strug- I
gling, but unable to escape."
Then followed various poems with a
,
! Nantucket background, some dramatic
j
: lyrics, sketches of her neighbors on the
;
amazing island, and Satirical Squares. I
j
These were cleverly executed, with a i
I keen humor, though local color was
! dangerously essential to their interest.
;
Mrs. Frost is at her bes
Marcus Aurelius then captured the city
nd made it part of the province of
Syria. It continued under Roman rule
for the rest of its existence except for
me when Palmyra gained its in-
dence under its famous Queen
Zenobia, who made Doura one of the
subject cities of Palmyra. In the third
century A. D. the city was deserted,
id the sands gradually covered it so
at it was forgotten.
Although the excavators have been
working there for five years, only a few
buildings have been uncovered, and al-
cavated. The cl
papyrus, leather, materials and wall
valuable discoveries may
therefore be made at Doura.
Professor Rostovtzeff showed slides of
different views of the city and of the
contained theatres for the per-
mysteries, of ruins of a
Roman bath, and also of a map of the
general plan of the city as it can be
outline under the sand.
WELLESLEY STUDENT TOUR IS
ONE OF TWENTY-SEVEN GROUPS
Ah-.- Anita Pollitzei
le Academic Department of The Open
Road Student Tour visited Wellesley on
Thursday of last week to consult with
Miss Elizabeth Frost, leader of this
Wellesley Student Hospitality
and to meet with undergraduates
sted in European travel. She an-
es that The Open Road, which
specializes in its student tours where
i that of Mrs.
Mayhew, who shouted, "Time, you are
ing poems in this group were Women,
with its slow, sombre movement, the
regretful Rose Hat. the laconic Ivy, and
the elusive Hare and Hounds. Less
successful were The Clinging Vine with
its curious idioms. Each in Turn. The
House, and the last poem, which closed,
however, with an excellent farewell:—
"Just let me carry your message to
SPRING INFORMALS
Class Competition
Tickets on sale, April 9. 10, 11
Neilson of Smith took
lirmanship of the American Ad-
Committee of The Open Road.
Among the members are President Pen-
dleton of Wellesley. President Mac-
Cracken of Vassar, Dr. John Dewey,




can be made to go!
HERE we are again —
with new clothes and
accessories for the merry
month of May. Smartest
of sportswear, evening
clothes, underwear, bath-
ing suits and accessories,
hats and shoes, stockings




34th Street and Broadway




Jean ratOU, — clever business man, successful
French couturier, and contradictory as it may seem,
artist.' His rare appreciation of skillfully blended colors
lias given the fashion world a luscious new shade of pink
this Spring, which Patou has named "Opaline rose." You
have no idea what nice things it does for you until you
try on the lovely Spring frocks with their contrasting
"Opaline*' touches. Or if you're especially enthusiastic
you may have a whole frock of Opaline crepe, like the












active rooms for perma:
and transient guests
Breakfast served If desired
Wellesley 0218-w
A Hotel Martha Washington
A (Exclusively for Women)
\ 29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th Street
ff NEW YORK CITY
A The Ideal Residence for Those Coming to Town for
Y or to Enjoy the Many Cultural Advantages Off.
6 DAILY RATES — NONE HIC.
I Rooms with Running Water . . For One
I
T Rooms will I'ri,
For Tw
K.r On
TPjS* A Shop Full of Beautiful Goods
; Jewelry New Designs
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Can We Co-operate?
An old saying, altered somewhat by august NEWS editors of past
generations, makes the optimistic remark that "boards may come and
boards may go, but NEWS goes on forever." Yet as we Juniors metamor-
phose suddenly and most inexplicably from a blissful state of ignorance
and dependence into this unaccustomed position of responsibility, we
begin to doubt the truth of the once cheerfully accepted axiom. Deserted
by our superiors as we emerge into a strange world without shelter or
protection, we find ourselves fearful and hesitant, unwilling to step forth
boldly and assert ourselves loudly. Radical opinions and lofty ideals have
not become crystallized in our young minds, and our appreciation of the
(leadership of our predecessors is augmented by a sense of inferiority and
:
a feeling of uncertainty.
We wait to see what the future will accomplish. Our policy can not
be an abstract law; it will vary with experience, and with the knowledge
I
that is bom of success and failure. Our hoary ancestors brilliantly
.transformed monotonous pages into specialized columns of carefully clas-
sified material, while their descendants, our nearer relatives, made other
reforms, less apparent but none the less effective. Now that power has
descended to us. we are less eager to assert it than we had anticipated.
We realize the numerous defects in our weekly publications, and we shall
istrive to remove them as the months proceed, desiring to make NEWS an
. !ever-more efficient instrument for reviewing the activities and interests
of the college groups and organizations. But we consider these improve-
ments somewhat superficial; so with characteristic youthful enthusiasm
we have optimistically set for ourselves a distant, but we hope not unat-
tainable, goal. Yet we can not achieve it alone or unaided. Our aspira-
.tion is to make NEWS increasingly vital as an expression of the opinions
of every thoughtful individual in our group, and success demands co-op-
| eration from each member of the college.
Violent denunciations and muttered objections are both futile, but
carefully considered, outspoken criticism must eventually be recognized
as a necessary and powerful force in every community. The NEWS wants
its readers to realize that it exists not to foster in a few vain editors a
desire to flaunt their opinions before the public, but to encourage in this
public a sound expression of its own ideas. We desire less to lead, than
to co-operate in nurturing intelligent criticism and liberal opinion. Pas-
sivity is a pathetic_ state, and everyone of us needs some vigorous prod-
ding. If we can feel that the NEWS has been able to join forces with the
college in discouraging, however little, our collegiate attitude of indiffer-
ence, we shall feel justified in handing down to our successors a NEWS
tradition of interesting and successful co-operation.
HONORS DAY—HAS IT FAILED?
Is a college an academic institution
where the plastic mind of youth is
molded to a fuller shape; where the
student's zeal, coldly termed intel-
lectual curiosity, is awakened in the
citizens and scholars of a new genera-
tion; where that usually superficial
thing called culture is given a deeper,
inner significance? Or is it simply an-
other step along the path of elementary
education?
Honors Day has been initiated into
the ranks of Wellesley traditions in
order to remind us that college must
serve as a real intellectual stimulus—
a
fact of which we need to be reminded.
In i the i
does the ritual of Honors Day fully
achieve its purpose? Is it a stimulus
to thought and mental energy, a re-
ward for sincere intellectual endeavor?
A greater emphasis upon scholastic
honors can too easily become a greater
emphasis upon the endless grind for
grades. Granted, that academic awards
throw out a challenge to those attain-
ing and aspiring to them. But such a
challenge is usually a shallow one, a
spur to midyear cramming and dry
memorizing instead of to new interest
in fields of knowledge. To hear one's
name read in chapel amid impressively
spontaneous generation the spark of
intellectual curiosity; nor can it be the
means of awakening that spark where
it lies dormant.
If Honors Day does not justify itself
b\ developing mental initiative, there
remains the question of its justification
knowledgment of intellectual alertness
already demonstrated. Does an aver-
age of A's, B's. and C's with a more
generous sprinkling of the first two let-
t;rs indicate the presence of a keen and
cultured mind? Contacts both in the
classroom and the dormitory demon-
strate the inadequacy of this standard.
An excellent memory, the gift of pleas-
ing a particular teacher, or a careful
grades to the shallow and honor to the
indifferent. And genuine intelligence
tail or parrot-like reiteration is de-
manded.
We are not advocating a surrender to
"genius," to the eccentric who holds
himself above petty college standards
restrictions. We are simply surest mi*
an important distinction between the
high scholastic standards made promi-
nent by Honors Day and the more sig-
nificant intellectual awareness which
Honors Day ought to set before us as
the goal of a college education.
"The 1 the
O 1 cti)|' n r;i
:
walrus said, for Wellesley
girls to realize that the
standard of good manners at college
does not differ from the standard at
home. That many do not seem to re-
alize this is all too apparent in more
the most recent example is so flagrant
as to warrant editorial mention. Cer-
tainly the manner in which seats were
seized after the adjournment of the
Horton Lecture from Alumnae Hall to
the Geology Lecture Room did no
ample of extreme thoughtlessness. The
first rivals
saved five or six seats for their slower
friends is, of course, to be deplored.
Still more deplorable, however, is the
fact that those students who were in a
position to do so did not consider it
even necessary to offer their seats to
the members of the faculty who did not
arrive on the run. And that no one
thought fit to offer a chair to the
chairman, who found difficulty in ob-
taining even standing room in the hall,
is astounding. Surely we need not lose
all vestiges of politeness merely because
we are members of an educational in-
stitution. It is to be hoped that a
greater degree of thoughtfulness will be
evident when another such occasion
Free Pr Colli
All contributions for th\
must be signed with the
.
of tfie author. Initials or
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
VACANT VACATIONS
To the Wellesley College News:
On this, the twenty-seventh day
March, it seems rather ridiculous
eagerly anticipated
during the
gest reading that might
the vacation period. Yet to require
that more than a two-hour assignment
be prepared for the first appointment
after vacation, merely because
might just as well read on the
seems obviously unfair.
Another regrettable practice is that
of having papers due at the first or
second appointment after the n
Some seek to justify this procedu
announcing the paper a week oi
before the vacation, yet suggesting that
perhaps the <
pleted befori
Wellesley. Yet the mere fact of t
nouncing a paper, without allowing a
of the time necessary for writing it,
clearly of not much value. The at
tude of the instructor
such a paper clearly betrays the
that she realizes that there is no other
here cuts instead of attending class
Such an opinion seems unjustified
Most of the students w(




It seems only fair that t
of the faculty who do inadvertently
contribute to making the vacation pe-
riod full of papers and required read-
ings should attempt to see the stu-
dent's point of view, just as surely stu-
dents usually t
To the Wellesley College Neivs:
I think It is a matter of general com-
plaint among the students who attend
the dancing at Alumnae Hall after
Barn plays, that the dances are much
too over-crowded for enjoyment. Yet
to accomplish in any
to couples and stags, keeping the stags
in the minority, of course. This would
necessitate the sale of all tickets before
the night of the dance so that no one
need be turned away from the doors,
and would give everyone an equal op-
portunity to secure tickets up to the
number decided upon, which would
probably be about 300. For lack of any-
better solution, we are considering put-
ting this idea into practice in the near
future, but before doing so would wel-
>;,m - to '::;;
UVi.VWfj/ College Neu
i apologize to their friends of ':
eccentric attitude expressed
generally experienced by sophomores.
It was a purely individual point of view.
Most of us had eagerly anticipated
Promenade, and due to
»nt work of the committee,
di-appHinted. As for abolishing
1932,
When Mr. Maseneld visited Wellesley
in 1916, he established an annual prize
for the best poem to be written
member of the senior class. The prize
is an autographed copy of a book of hi
own poems. The competition is man
aged by the English Literature Depart
ment, acting through a committee of
The conditions of the coi
1. An author may submit
2. There is no stipulation a
ject or form, except that the
manuscript should be written
only one side of the paper, z
either typewritten
copied with special
3. Each poem must be :
nom de plume. The manuscript
should be accompanied
sealed envelope, bearing
outside the writer's n
plume, and on the insid
The poems must be sent i
ymously to the chairman t
committee on or before Ma
Committee:
Elizabeth W. Manwaring
Annie K. Tuell (Chairman)
Ella K. Whiting
the
We wish, on behalf of the col-
lege, to express the deep sym-
pathy we feel at the death of






Hard as they were able.
Boom, boom. BOOM.
And the stonecutters thundered like
the workers on a tomb,
Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay. BOOM.
Then resumed the teacher with force
and decision,
"Jeremiah had religion, Jeremiah had




in the awful day of Yahweh.
Destruction and gloom









That someone does not know
Pronounce his name!
Someone has mistaken him
For a Greek.
Of each syllable.
Be good to the News Hoi
Make him stop howling,
Being heart-broken.
And if they will be gayer
Than those who went homi








He was not covered
With honors.
Wandering wilfully,
All of a sudden he
Thought of the day:
Sophomore prom!
Twice woeful day. he cried
Into the dug-out flied (poetic
Soulfully, dolefully
Bowing his head.















The Student Recital, held March 21
at 4:40 in Billings Hall, afforded a most
enjoyable hour to all who attended. In
the first number Catherine Bunnell
brought out the beautiful sustained
quality of the Bach Chorale Jesu. Joy
of Man's Desiring, on the organ. The
slight crescendoes and diminuendoes of
the theme in the bass added to the
beauty of the legato arpeggios. Mar-
garet Blackburn and Marion Fuller
played the first movement of Brahms'
Sonata in A Major for violin and piano.
They showed ability of technique and
recurring phrases of the theme. A de-
lightful interpretation of May-Night
of Palmgren was given by Elizabeth
Stratton. Through her appreciation of
the music she created a pleasing atmo-
sphere. In Scriabin's Prelude. Opus 2,
No. 2, and Etude, Opus 11, No. 10, Mar-
jorie Wise showed not only fine dis-
crimination of expression, but also a
clear, firm touch, which made her
playing a joy to the audience.
The closing number on the program
was by far the most enjoyable. Doro-
thy Brown, at the first piano, was ac-
companied by Miss Brocklebank at the
second piano in the first movement of
Beethoven's Concerto in C Minor. In
this number there was great skill of
technique as well as beauty of inter-
pretation. The varying moods of the
concerto were beautifully expressed,
reaching an effective climax in the dif-
ficult but well-executed cadenza. This
number concluded the program of an
exceedingly successful recital.
intelligence i
A. K. P., '3.
DANCE DRAMA
The advisability of trying t
ny one of the arts into
: :-,in. 1. Hi'
mi questionable. Yet there can be
doubt that Orchesis and the assist-
ing dancers succeeded remarkably well
in this difficult task, interpreting in an
interesting way the movement and
of the most important epochs in
the history of art.
The least successful episodes of
Chorus Aetemus were those involving
movement and those requiring a
:t uniformity of group movement.
The tableau from the Frieze of the
snon and the representation of
The Crusader lacked effectiveness be-
of the absence of movement and
color, the first suffering particularly
from the fact that the light weight of
the cloth did not lend itself to grace
draping. The Procession of Saints
the Italo-Byzantine manner was i
other of the less effective groups.
,





Let Us All This Day
the Mozart selection, Ave
Verum. the clear, lyric quality of the
voices was shown to advantage, and the
color and feeling necessary for the
piece amply interpreted. Prepare Thy-
self for Zion, by J. S. Bach, was dis-
tinguished by its excellent orchestral
work, which evenly balanced the voices.
Certain dramatic opportunities, al-
though not necessarily found in Bach,
ire neglected in this number.
Parry's Jerusalem, the concluding
song, was given with the power and fire
demanded by the music. The organ
greatly to its
effectiveness. Throughout the concert,
splendid work of the orchestra sus-






caught, effectively the spirit of the art
that they represented. Of particular
interest was the cubistic representation
of the Harlequins, in the manner of
Picasso and Legier. Of all, it repre-
sented the most purely creative work,
with a logical use of the mathematical
method of composition. The angularity
of movement was effectively presented.
The representation of the develop-
ment of smooth and rhythmic motion
from the formality of Egyptian art was





On Friday, March 22, the SI
peare Society presented Twelfth Night
in Alumnae Hall. The choice of the
play was a happy one from almost
every point of view, and as a result the
performance was really the most pleas-
ing and satisfactory one seen on th(
The 1 i tradition of
; followed, ancplicity of scenery
wisdom of this cl
especially in the interior scenes where
candle lighting was so effectively used.
The performance itself was not only
entertaining, but also intensely inter-
esting. Since the action of the play
was divided among a large group of
characters, it offered a number of the
members of the society chances to in-
terpret widely varied parts. The excel-
lence of a number of individual parts
was even more commendable because of
the co-operation which maintained the
unity of the play.
Margaret Fraser as Viola gave a
charming performance. Her under-
standing of the part and her sympathy
and sincerity were well blended. In
interesting contrast to Viola was Julia
Lilly House's Olivia. Although it was
a; first surprising to see a rather flirta-
tious Olivia, as the play progressed this
interpretation seemed not only intelli-
of the play. Virginia Thayer as Malvo-
lio was excellent, as was Barbara Cook
as the clown. In the humorous scenes
these two combined most effectively
with Joan Piersen as Sir Toby. Nellie
Lee Pearce as Sir Andrew, and Frances
Gore as Maria, who were delightfully
convincing. The duel between Viola
and Sir Andrew was a joy; bu
must be said of all the hur
scenes. Although the lines were
lost in the general excitement, ;
vincing merriment was always
tained.
in the position of the flngei
angle of the feet and toes. As a c
in this development came Ma:
Fraser's Bacchante, in which wa:
the l.- imminent of rhythmic flow c
MRS. NEWOTITS CONCERT
A varied and interesting program
was presented at Alumnae Hall on the
evening of Monday. March 24, by Mrs.
Esther Lundy Newcomb. well-known as
a concert singer. Of the four folksongs
that composed her first group the first
two were Italian, in markedly con-
trasting style, the third was a coquet-
tish Lrish lyric, and the fourth a
Spanish-Californian song, o"
rhythm.
Two arias from Puccini's opera
Manon Lescaut were well fitted
play the considerable dramatic powers
of Mrs. Newcomb's voice. After these
came two German leider by Hugo Wolf.
Df intensely expressive style, followed
by several charming French songs.
group of songs by American
the program—William Arms
Fisher's brilliant / Heard a Cry, the
child's amusing plaint about Mumps
by Leginska (which evoked
repetition)
,
the stressful Christ Went
y into the Hills, by Hageman and the




'The Girl From Woolwo.
and CARY COOPER iy
"Only the Brave"




















suggestive and impressive treatment
the tumultous element of seventeer
painting. These
by the
mer. with a pretty
and graceful analysis of the spirit of
the paintings of Watteau and Degas.
In the second group of dances there
were interesting attempts to illustrate
poetry and music in the same manner
as art in the first group. There was
beautiful group movement in Carmen
Genesis, after Francis Thompson's
poem, with the development of distinct
figures from chaotic mass. Margot
Krolik's dance Autumn was especially
interesting in its use of poetry rather
than music as an accompaniment.
An unusual conception of the dance
was shown in the Trio, with its attempt
to personify the tl
grouping to illustrate Schubert's devel-
opment of themes, as well as the
grouping of the instruments in duets,
short solos, and trio.
Certainly all who had to do with the
to be congratulated for
execution of the interesting ideas.
Dancing, scenery, costuming, music,
exceedingly well handled.
E. F. P., '31.
the Musical Vespers, Sunday
evening, March 23. the Wellesley Col-
lege Chorus sang anthems accompanied
by the College Symphony Orchestra.
Mrs. Newcomb displayed
•ll-controlled voice, of especial beauty
its middle register. She
seconded in the a
Miss Margaret Johnson. All the num-
bers were received with enthusiastic
applause by the audience, who thus ex-
pressed not only their pleasure in the
also their apprecia-





The NEWS regrets that in the i
on The Two Vagabonds last
Margaret Blackburn's name wa
signed to the musical criticism.
WELLESLEY GIRLS AND OTHERS
WILL READ0NJ5ADI0 PROGRAM
America Speaks will be the subject of
radio performance in New York over
Station WABC on March 29, at 3:20.
from Vassar, Wellesley, Columbia
Teachers College. Finch School, and
as private schools in New York,
-ad Mi'lfi.'iion.s or onmnal sketch (.-.
The program, planned by Miss DeWitt,
the outcome of the interest in good
speech aroused by the American Acad-
ny of Arts and Letters.
Two Wellesley girls will take part in
le entertainment. Emily Gage will
read original poetry. Natalie Burggraf
recite four ballads:
The Ballad of tlie Harpweaver
by Edna St. Vincent Millay
The Ballad of Ragboy
by Marjorie Allan Seiffert
The Ballad of the Hurdy Gurdy
by Marjorie Allan Seiffert
The Ballad of tfie Wistful Lady
by Marjorie Allan Seiffert




-T OR the evenings
of Spring and Summer you'll
find the shoe sketched above
a flattering complement to your
newest evening gown. It is
cleverly fashioned of durable
white moire, has bands of sil-
ver kid, and even a tiny rhine-
stone buckle! And if you pre-
fer colour in your evening
shoes we can dye it any shade
desired. At $10.50 the pair
we believe it will interest




To close out an odd
lot of handbags we
have reduced prices
materially. Savings









WELLES LEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
The Elizabeth Peabody House owns
and operates Camp Gannett at Sharon,
Massachusetts, and can place a limited
number of students in the Counselor
group for the girls' season—August
10th to September 6th. Volunteers may
make application for two or four weeks.
For further particulars, apply at Per-
sonnel Bureau.
najored in the department have been
.uccessful.
Research laboratories, department
jompanles, and architecture are only a
ew of the diverse fields into which
girls have entered. Combinations of
geology and mathematics, and physics
and mathematics have made possible
openings with the General Electric
Company, the Bell Telephone Company
(•jKi.ialh valuable for '
rmingled upon c
There is an opportunity
service through counselorship at Camp
Kiwanis, the New England camp of the
Camp Fire Girls, situated sixty feet
above Lake Maquan, South Hanson,
Massachusetts. Camp opens June 28th
and closes August 30th. 1930. Coun-
selors may register for a five-week
period, if unable to remain the entire
apply at Personnel Bureau.
SENIORS RETURN REGISTRATION
There are still some seniors who have
not yet returned their registration
blanks to the Personnel Bureau. It is
urgently requested that these girls at-
tend to this before the vacation period.
If at the head of a statistical invcsti-
iting bureau after she had managed
i save money for the business firm of
friend. One graduate is a consultant
chitect for House Beautiful, and gives
le magazine who are in distress over
building plans.
essor Helen Merrill read letters
former students who are still
using their higher mathematics and
still find it fascinating. She stressed
ng as the professional field in
which less discrimination against women
is practiced than in any other, but she
;ed that immediately after gradua-
n girls should attempt teaching be-
e taking advanced courses, in order
determine whether they like teach-
.
and what, subjects appeal to them.
MR. AND MRS. LAHEE DISCUSS
VOCATIONAL FIELDS IN MUSIC
Mr. and Mrs. Lahee gave a joint lec-
ture on Music as a Vocation before an
audience of interested music students
on Monday afternoon, March 17, at
Billings Hall.
Mr. Lahee opened his talk with an
analogy to the Einstein Theory which
he describes as setting out for an ob-
jective only to find it moving. Young
people must realize that everything is
on the move and that changes are tak-
ing place in the musical as well as in
Movietone and
Radio, with their ability to reach so
many thousands of people simultane-
ously, do away to
concerts. However, they inspire people
to learn music. More and more calls
teach funda-
mentals in schools, not so much for the
ing intelligent audiences. Mr. Lahee
other teaching
positions a college graduate might eas-
ily fill, such as teaching
blind, teaching the feeble-minded
teaching delinquents-
sound unpleasant, but
advice to studenu applying 1
villingness to begin in
the relative unimpor-
to a musician.
Mrs. Lahee confined her part of the
lecture to the attributes one mi
to fulfill successfully
nected with music. Naturally one must
possess a deep appreciation and
in the beauty of music,
portant requirement is an understand
ing of the environment and situation ii
which one is placed. She
ticularly the fact that a
willing to start as an apprentice, but if
she is a college girl she should not long
remain in this position.
structor in German; Margot Jerike,
candidate for the Doctor's examination
in Munich, Instructor in German;
Katharine Wells, B. A. New York Uni-
versity, Central School of Hygiene and
Physical Education, N. Y. C. at present
in Skidmore College, Instructor in Hy-
giene and Physical Education; Gabri-
ella Bosano, Ph.D. University of Bo-
logna, "teaching at Vassar College since
1921, Professor of Italian; Alice Hall
Armstrong. B. A. Wellesley, M. A. Rad-
cliffe College, candidate for Ph. D. from
Radcliffe, Assistant Professor of Phys-
ics; Ada Roberts Hall. A, B. and M. A.
University of Oregon, Ph. D. University
of Illinois. Professor of Biology at Col-
lege of St. Catherine since 1928. In-
structor in Zoology; Phoebe Ellen
Mentzer, B.S. and M.S. from Iowa
State College, Instructor in Physiology.
for SALE GREETING CARDS
Two pair riding boots, size 8C.
[
for All Occasions
Telephone Wellesley 1681 ii | pi AC1 f* C,f1k
MR. HILL SUMMARIZES NEGRO
SITUATIONJN LAST LECTURE
Mr. Dick Hill gave the last of his se-
ries of lectures on Thursday. March 20.
at T. Z. E. In it
(Continued I Page ;
University, candidate for the Ph.D. at
Princeton, at present a Special Fellow
the American School of Classical
Studies in Athens, Assistant Professor
Laurine Elizabeth Mack, A.B.
Oberlin College. M.A. Radcliffe Ool-
Ph.D. at Radclifle.
Assistant Professor of Art; Lois Tripp
Slocum. B.A. and M.A. Smith College.
University of
California, Instructor in Wellesley Col-
1925-27, Assistant Professor of As-
conferred this
spring, otherwise Instructor) ; Ann
Anderson, A.B. University of
Kentucky. Secretary and
Botany; Leland Hamilton Jenks. A.B.
Kansas) University, A. M.
University of Kansas, Ph.D. Columbia
University, Professor of
College since 1926, Professor of
ocial Institutions; Louise MacDonald,
University of Washington, M. A.
Radcliffe College, at present teaching
the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore,
English
Isabel Elizabeth Rathborne, A.B. Bar-
College, M.A. Columbia Univer-
at present Instructor at Vassar
College, Instructor in English Compo-
Madeleine Doran. B. A. Stanford
University, M.A. University of Iowa,
for Ph.D. at Stanford Uni-
versity, Instructor in English Litera-
Louise Kingsley, A. B. and A. M.
Smith College, candidate for the Ph. D.
at Bryn Mawr, Instritctor in Geology;
Martha KUbel, Ph.D. Frankfort, /it-
methods of overcoming
scribing in his previous lectures.
negro have been decidedly improved
during the last few years, for within
ten years 250 new high schools have
been built for negro students. More
northern educated negroes are return-
ing to the south, to work among their
own people. Consolidation in school
building and administration offers bet-
ter opportunities for the children, while
statistics prove that fifty per cent of
those who go through high school also
of the family can
come only when equal status is offered
to negro and white. Economically, a
better foothold can be obtained only
when negro laborers are admitted intc
eluded. In the various business fields.
co-operation and consolidation of negro
firms are gradually making headway.
It is only through the backing of the
business men, and the pressure of com-
bined numbers that recognition in the
Henri's the College Girls' Rendezvous
hi New YorJfj—
Here onveni ncated to b nth heatre and









j French Hand Made Candies
Wear a Wellesley Qorsage Home
Gardenias, Roses, Sweet
Peas, Orchids. In fact every-
thing to make the journey
gay and interesting.
other than teaching. Tone testing for
radios, song transposing, and arranging
music, are occupations for
lege graduate might apply,
VACATION THEORIES BECOME
REALITY FOR MATHEMATICIANS
Instead of theorizing upon
for which Wellesley graduates who
be fitted, the Department of Mathe
matics and the Personnel Bureau in ;
lecture Wednesday afternoon at 4:40 ii
Founders Hall gave specific










A tragic story ot war psychology, a
sordid picture of the provincial milling
town, a vivid presentation of the Eng-
land of 1911, the dramatic history of a
murder case, any of these terms might
be applied to Mary Agnes Hamilton's
novel, Three Against F
Miss Hamilton paint
picture of the England of thi
presents Esther Exton. with
Prance. The provincial town of-
fers Sir Michael Henshaw, upright
political idealist, who talks of sacrifice
and self-negation. Zillpah, worker in
tender tragedy of the
trs. Jimmy Dalton, who
been forced
the barbarous mi
Zillpah, in the wretchedness of her
surroundings, opens up another vista:
the sordidness of the mill town. An-
other tableau appears in the pictures
of Old Bailey, of the lawyer who em-
ploys the watchword of the war to
convert fact into sentiment. And
different again is the quiet scene at
Moragh. where Dr. Farquhar lives in
study and contemplation of nature.
Yet with all this variety. Three
Against Fate is a unit. Its realism is
neither a narrow sordidness nor a
photographic naturalism: it
of many elements, made c
mind of a central figure, whose inward
mental struggle rather than the un-
folding of events forms the main in-
terest of the novel. Jean Claviger, on
the day of her husband's trial for
murder, tries to recollect the process
of their relationship in order to under-
stand and atone for the tragedy. Com-
ing from the loveliness of Moragh. Jean
Parquhar followed her husband. Harold
Claviger, to the ugly mill town of
Bluehills. Though living in a house
dominated by barbarous old Claviger.
Jean had four years of perfect happi-
ness. Harold was for her an ideal
companion, courageous, imaginative,
and kind. When the war had called
him to Prance. Jean found him at Ids
first leave changed and cold. Harold's
second leave crystallized her pain; tor





'22 To Emily Gordon Chandler,
Nanking, China.
*27 To Anna Trull dwell, a so]
John Beverly, Jr.. March 18.
COLLEGE NOTES
•30 Marion E. Michael to Henry
Closson. Springfield '28.
WELESLEY LASSES INDULGE
IN RADIO SYNCOPATING JAZZ
Bounded on the north by Nova Scotia
and the south by Cuban shores, a new
Wellesley extends daily its geographical
dimensions. In a college that delights
itself perennially with complaints of
isolation, the intelligentsia in our midst
have unparalleled opportunity for in-
ternational discourse. The sky, at last,
other college house calls together its
reluctant and sleepy-headed inhabi-
tants to consider the problem of the
radio. Their response, it is hinted, va-
ries in direct proportion to the amiabil-
ity of private owners on particular cor-
ridors. Where the doors are open to
eager souls at large, no great clamour
arises for a community radio; but
where a few choice spirits rule the
waves, the collector of silver journeys
forth. Even beyond this is the question
complicated—despite all benevolent im-
pulses, the canny seniors may object to
taxing this year's population for next
year's immigrant hordes, and even a
dollar looms huge in the season of
many corsages.
If, with the plea of "unifying influ-
ence" or "house spirit," money falls
slowly into the treasurer's hands, and
the radio is purchased, triumphantly
installed, and put at the mercy of some
hundred or so joint owners, Wellesley
goes into the testing flames. For what
becomes of her anxious longings for
political wisdom, her breathless inter-
est in "good music"? Alas and alack,
more often than not they disappear
into a limbo of unrealized ideals. Jazz
to paraphrase the pirate song. With
Guy Lombardo on the air, who listens
to President Hoover?
And in the meantime, those lucky
souls who live on hospitable corridors
enjoy in comparative privacy the fruits
of their neighbors' buying. Late into
the night a small but hopeful group ex-
plores the ether in search of New
Orleans; when sleepy Boston signs off
the air Chicago comes in full strength.
Charts of stations intrigue the opti-
mistic; midnight melodies woo their
dreams. Late in the night, when house
mothers sleep, the radio takes care of
ALUMNAE HALL TO BE IN USE
DURING SPRING VACATION
Col. 3)'Cnniinurd lr<:
members of the Lodge, except for the
female roles. Members of the De Mo-
After the play, Morey Pearl's Orches-
tra will play for dancing until one
o'clock. The performance is for the
benefit of the Charity Fund.
Alumnae is to be used Wednesday
evening, April 2, by the Wellesley Hills
Woman's Club for their annual guest
night. The entertainment will be
furnished by Branson DeCou, who will
present Dream Pictures of North Af-
rican WondertaJuLs. These pictures are
shown In a continuous series, accom-
panied by musical selections which help
enforce their dream-like quality.
Noah Solomon's Orchestra will furn-
ish dance music after the entertain-
ment. The evening has been planned






























































































from Page 1. Cc
Unimportance of Reparation.
SOMETHING NEW
iard, will be presented by the 1
Francaise at their open meet- i
ing. April 19, in T. Z. E. The meeting
begin at 8 o'clock. There will also .
program of French music by Mar- !
?cital on April 16 will
Jean Macdonald. It |




599 Wa.hington Street, Wellesley
i>tlka anii IGarps
Stylnl Kill „l,i,lly I,, If- you
Thresher's Silk Store
19 Temple Place 41 West Street
Hall.
willThe following
during Holy Week: April
4:00 P.M., Leader, Ruth Rhodes '30.
April 16—Chapel, 4:00 P.M., Leader,
Dorothy Cole.
April 17—Chapel, 4:00 P.M., Leader,
Miss Kendrick.
April 18—Musical Vespers, Chapel,
7:30 P.M., Appleton Chapel Choir and
Wellesley College Choir.








Dusty Rhodes and Mary




The Valley Ranch i
f Saddle Trip in the Rockies
J^3 for Young Ladies
A Summer in the Rockies on the back trails of
Wyom.i.:: Ydl -•/.:. .in P.,:k .,cd the Buffalo Bill
,
Country during July -<:.d A:\n-.i for Your,,; l.Jf-
Sleep in a tepee or out under the stars, sec bc.ir-,
moojc, i'ivit- ,.i^'.n;v deer ..nJ elk e.imp in forest;
and in the sage brush, by lakes, waterfalls, hot spring*
Over half the trip comprises l.\y over period- from
one to four days Ion;; with loafing, mount .11:1 climb;.
swimming, and trout fishing in Rocky Mountain lakes
A vacation experience you will never forget. A
congenial group, excellent food, cooked by the best
guide* .:. :. \\V : * Re:um in great shape for school
or college next fall.
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No matter how busy you are—how hard you
work or plav— don't for«et you owe your-
self that refreshing pause with Coca-Cola.
You can always find a minute, here and
there, and you don't have to look far or
wait long for Coca-Cola. A pure drink of
LISTEN IN-~~ natural flavors— always ready for you
—
imodRicc *Fmw»i ice-cold— around the corner from any-
ay, you'll Una in Coca-Cola's
efreshment a delightful way t<
9 MILLION A DAY~IT HAD TO BE GOOD TO GET WHERE IT
